
Instructions of 
TMC Animal Delivery 
During the COVID-19 epidemic 

By  Walking



南港水廠站

圓拱橋站
汽車

1.Walking to the north gate of National 
Biotechnology Research Park



２.Walk along the opposite direction of 
vehicle lane to B1 parking lot, pay 
attention to safety.

３. Turn right after 
arriving at B1 parking lot 



4. Keep right and go straight to the ab115a
barrier free elevator sign on the right. Call 
Taiwan Mouse Clinic 02-77505500 # - 1883 or 
# - 1766 or # - 1772 to inform the staff to 
receive the animals.

Here



4. To AIF, please keep right and go straight 
until you reach the first door on the right side 
of BB1. When you arrive, please call 77505803 
to inform the staff to pick up the animals.

Here



Instructions of 
TMC Animal Delivery 
During the COVID-19 epidemic 

By  Driving



1. Please get a parking permit at 
the main gate, and then turn 
right immediately to enter the 
parking area at basement.



3. Driving up through the slope on 
the right side .

CB1

BB1

Here

2. Follow the signs and turn left to the 
entrance of the B1 parking lot. Use 
the intercom to tell the administrator 
of animal delivery or pickup either to 
TMC or AIF, and the administrator will 
assist in opening the gate.



CB1

4. keep driving along the left driveway, 
pass the sign of “ Building A, B ” , 
and then turn right.

Here

BB1



CB1

5. Follow the instructions and you will arrive at the Animal Imaging Facility
on the left first.  If you arrive at the Taiwan Mouse Clinic,
please continue driving.

BB1

TMCAIF



CB1

Here

BB1

6. Drive to the elevator entrance of AB115a on 
the left, call Taiwan Mouse Clinic
02-77505500#1883 or #1766, #1772 and notify 
the staff to receive the animals. 


